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Abstract—Visuo-haptic augmented reality systems enable users to see and touch digital information that is embedded in the real
world. PHANToM haptic devices are often employed to provide haptic feedback. Precise co-location of computer-generated graphics
and the haptic stylus is necessary to provide a realistic user experience. Previous work has focused on calibration procedures that
compensate the non-linear position error caused by inaccuracies in the joint angle sensors. In this article we present a more complete
procedure that additionally compensates for errors in the gimbal sensors and improves position calibration. The proposed procedure
further includes software-based temporal alignment of sensor data and a method for the estimation of a reference for position
calibration, resulting in increased robustness against haptic device initialization and external tracker noise. We designed our procedure
to require minimal user input to maximize usability. We conducted an extensive evaluation with two different PHANToMs, two different
optical trackers, and a mechanical tracker. Compared to state-of-the-art calibration procedures, our approach significantly improves the
co-location of the haptic stylus. This results in higher fidelity visual and haptic augmentations, which are crucial for fine-motor tasks in
areas such as medical training simulators, assembly planning tools, or rapid prototyping applications.
Index Terms—Calibration, orientation calibration, temporal alignment
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INTRODUCTION

R

ESEARCHERS have started to combine augmented reality
(AR) and haptic interaction to enable users to see and
touch digital information that is embedded in the real
world. Such visuo-haptic augmented reality (VHAR) user
interfaces with co-located visual augmentations and haptic
interaction improve realism [1] and enable users to interact
more precisely [2].
Haptic devices for providing kinesthetic feedback are usually based on one of the two concepts: stylus- and grip-based
devices for tool interaction and string-based systems. Massie
and Salisbury [3] developed the widely used stylus-based
PHANToM device, which consists of two interlinked joints.
The angles of these joints define the position of the gimbal,
commonly called haptic interface point (HIP). The stylus can
be rotated around the HIP while three sensors sense its orientation. The haptic stylus is often augmented with some context-dependent tool like a drill for dental surgery training [4],
a brush for virtual painting [5], or tools for rapid prototyping [6]. Alternatively, the stylus can be hidden [7].
Precisely calibrating the components of a VHAR system
(external trackers, cameras, haptic devices) and the spatial
relations between them is essential to provide a realistic
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user experience. Specifically, the integration of haptic devices is not trivial. The core challenge is to precisely determine
the position and orientation of the haptic stylus, which are
required in order to precisely co-locate visual augmentations and haptic feedback.
Various methods [8], [9], [10] have been proposed to integrate haptic devices into AR environments, but all of them
focused on the calibration of the HIP position, which is
required to co-locate linear force feedback. However, the
stylus orientation is not considered. Fig. 1a shows a visual
overlay with the current state-of-the-art position calibration
and Fig. 1b shows a visual overlay with position and orientation calibration.
Improved position and orientation accuracy results in
higher fidelity visual and haptic augmentations, which is
crucial for fine-motor tasks in areas including medical training simulators, assembly planning tools, or rapid prototyping applications. A user friendly calibration procedure is
essential for real-world applications of VHAR.
PHANToM devices need to be initialized every time they
are powered on. Desktop and Premium models require
users to manually place the device in a predefined reset
pose without providing a mechanical fixture. Any deviation
from the optimal reset pose will cause non-linear errors in
the reported positions, since the assumptions in the forward
kinematic model [11] do not match the physical state of the
device. These errors are typically compensated in the position calibration. While using our platform however, we
found that the current state-of-the-art calibration method
proposed by Harders [10] is not able to achieve optimal
results in all cases if no mechanical fixture is used during
device initialization.
The position and orientation calibration needs reference
measurements as inputs, which are used to calculate the
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Fig. 1. Visuo-haptic augmented reality system with a PHANToM haptic device. Previous calibration methods only compensate the errors in jointangle sensors to improve position accuracy. Our method also calibrates the gimbal-angle sensors to reduce errors in the orientation of the stylus.

position and orientation errors. These measurements are
typically provided by an external tracking system with sufficient accuracy. Precise temporal alignment of haptic poses
and reference poses is essential for optimal calibration
results. Previous work [10] used hardware synchronization
to achieve temporal alignment, but not all workspace setups
are compatible with this requirement.
In this article, we propose a complete calibration procedure for haptic devices in VHAR workspaces. The procedure calibrates both the position and orientation and thus
it results in precise co-location of the haptic stylus and the
associated haptic feedback. Our system design removes
the requirement for hardware synchronization and minimizes the time and the amount of user input required for
calibration. We conducted an extensive evaluation with
two different PHANToMs, two different optical trackers,
and a mechanical tracker. Our results show a significant
reduction of the remaining position errors of up to 38 percent and the remaining orientation errors of up to 85 percent compared to the current state-of-the-art workspace
calibration.
The contributions of this article and its associated conference paper [12] are fourfold. First, we introduce a novel algorithm to determine a reference for orientation calibration
and a method for precisely calibrating the gimbal-angles.
Second, we integrate a software-based approach to temporally align measurements between the external tracker
and the haptic device, which enables continuous data collection for improved usability. Third, we extend Harders’
method [10], which makes position calibration more robust
against inaccurate haptic device initialization and external
tracker noise. Finally, we designed our procedure to require
minimal user input in order to maximize usability.
The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 1.1
summarizes the related work. Section 1.2 gives an overview
of the proposed framework and details the main contributions. Section 2 describes the procedure in detail and shows
how it differs from Harders’ method [10]. Section 3 presents
an extensive evaluation. Finally, Section 4 concludes by discussing the generalizability of our results and presenting
future work.

1.1 Related Work
Previous research has investigated the integration of haptic
devices in AR systems. A key requirement is the precise colocation of the haptic stylus with the visual augmentations

to provide realistic force feedback and to enable precise
visual overlays.
Vallino and Brown [8] pioneered the co-location of a
PHANToM Omni haptic device in AR by determining an
affine transformation between the haptic workspace and a
world coordinate reference. They used four non-planar
points, which are captured in both coordinate systems, to
estimate the affine transformation. Their method does not
take into account the fact that the poses reported by the haptic device are distorted due to errors in the joint angle sensors. Their method works only for static camera poses. Ikits
et al. [9] presented a calibration method for haptic devices
using a planar grid to correct the haptic stylus position.
Their method significantly improves position accuracy in
the region where the calibration grid was placed. However,
in other areas of the workspace, this method fails to effectively compensate distortions. Wang et al. [13] derived a
mathematical model of the co-location error for VHAR systems with half-mirror displays and defined error metrics.
They propose a calibration method using their model and
evaluate it using a precise mechanical tracker. Their
approach results in improved co-location for half-mirror
display setups, but ignores co-location errors caused by sensors in haptic devices.
The most important previous research is the work by
Harders et al. [10]. They presented a calibration procedure
for VHAR workspaces and an algorithm to compensate the
non-linear distortion of position measurements of PHANToM haptic devices for the complete workspace. They used
an external tracker and rigidly attached a tracking target to
the haptic stylus to perform an open-loop calibration [14].
Their procedure is as follows: First, they determine the position of the HIP in relation to the tracking target using tooltip
calibration as a reference. Second, they collect 30 position
measurements reported from the haptic device and the corresponding tip positions from the tracker covering the complete workspace. Finally, they start an iterative optimization
process, which consists of two altering steps. First, they
determine the 6DOF transform between the external tracker
and the haptic workspace, in order to express the reference
positions in haptic device coordinates. Then, they compensate the joint angle sensor errors, which are causing the
position errors. They model the sensor errors using a linear
system and use Levenberg-Marquardt optimization to minimize the squared-distance between reference positions and
positions calculated using the forward kinematic model of
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Fig. 2. Overview of the workspace calibration procedure. Initially, the delay between the external tracker and the haptic device is estimated. Then,
position and orientation of the haptic stylus are calibrated. Each step consumes sensor data and returns calibration results and remaining errors.

the PHANToM from Çavuşo
glu et al. [11]. he iterative optimization is repeated until the change of the residual drops
below a given threshold. Our calibration method additionally calibrates the orientation of the haptic stylus and further reduces position errors.
Knoerlein and Harders [15] compared tracker-based calibration with an alternative approach using a physical calibration object. They utilize known positional constraints of
the haptic poses for optimization. During the calibration
process, users slide the haptic stylus tip along the surface of
three perpendicular planes to collect the samples for error
compensation. By constraining the measured hip positions
to these planes, they can effectively compensate position
errors caused by the joint angle sensors. Their approach
also compensates errors of the first two gimbal-angle sensors. Their method, however, only works for haptic devices
with a physical tip, which is not the case for PHANToM
Desktop and Premium 6DOF models.
All PHANToM haptic devices use digital encoders for
sensing the joint angles. Gimbal angles are measured
either by using digital encoders in Premium models, or by
using analog potentiometers in Desktop and Omni models.
The digital encoders used in PHANToM devices only
report relative changes. Therefore, they need to be initialized every time the device is powered on. The initialization process varies between the models. PHANToM Omni
devices provide an inkwell that holds the stylus in a predefined pose, which yields reproducible initialization.
For all other PHANToM models, the user has to manually
place the device into a reset pose. Any deviation from
the optimal reset pose during initialization will cause nonlinear position errors since the assumptions in the forward
kinematic model [11] do not match with the physical state
of the device.
Bianchi et al. [16] analyzed the effects of haptic device
initialization quality in a simulation. They generated
four data sets with varying initialization qualities. To
enhance realism, they modeled the external tracker noise
using a statistical noise model. The optimization process
was carried out and results showed that the initial error
could be reduced to mean values below 1:5 mm under all
conditions. During the development of our platform
however, we found that their iterative position calibration method does not yield optimal results for inaccurately initialized haptic devices. We extend their method
with a novel initialization step to avoid any dependency
on the haptic pose, which results in a significantly
improved position and orientation calibration.
A key requirement for successful open-loop calibration is
the precise temporal alignment of the corresponding measurements from the reference with the device that is calibrated. Hardware synchronization with a global trigger is

used in some environments [10] to ensure temporal alignment of sensor measurements. This is usually expensive
and most devices do not directly support hardware synchronization without modifications. When unsynchronized
sensors are used, a commonly used method to avoid inaccuracies is the point and hold method where corresponding
samples are only recorded for static poses. This method is
tedious and time-consuming. We utilize a software
approach based on the work of Huber et al. [17] to temporally align measurements from unsynchronized sensors.
This allows users to continuously move the haptic stylus
during calibration, which results in improved coverage and
faster calibration.
In our previous work [12], we presented a comprehensive workspace calibration method for accurate visuo-haptic augmented reality co-location, which extended the
workspace calibration of Harders et al. [10]. We presented
a novel algorithm for determining a reference orientation
for the haptic stylus and a method for calibrating the gimbal angles. The integration of software-based sensor synchronization simplified calibration data acquisition and
improved position and orientation calibration quality. The
approach however has three limitations: First, the method
did not yield optimal results for haptic devices without an
inkwell. Second, the method required users to provide
more input than necessary. Third, the method was not
robust against tracker noise or dropouts. In this article we
present an improved version of our calibration method [12],
which further reduces the remaining position errors by up
to 34 percent the remaining orientation errors by up to
86 percent and the required time for user input by more
than 50 percent.

1.2 Overview and Contributions
In this article, we present a comprehensive workspace calibration method for accurate haptic device co-location in
VHAR. An overview of our procedure is given in Fig. 2a.
Our procedure is as follows:


We estimate the time-delay between the external
tracker and the haptic device using Huber’s method
[17] and compensate it. Subsequent steps in the procedure will receive temporally aligned measurements.
 We perform position calibration with an improved
version of Harders’ method [10] to calibrate the
joint angles.
 We determine the orientation reference and use it to
calibrate the three gimbal angles.
During each step, operators are moving the calibration
target to provide the required input data. The calibration
component receives sensor data streams from the haptic
device and the tracking system. An error is calculated based
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on a metric for each step. The calibration algorithm minimizes the remaining error after calibration by optimizing
the parameters of the sensor error model. Each step yields a
calibration result and the remaining errors after calibration.
This process is shown in Fig. 2b.
The contributions of this article along with its earlier conference version [12] are as follows:


Our procedure extends the current state-of-the-art
workspace calibration with orientation calibration
for accurate visual overlays and haptic co-location
(see Figs. 1a and 1b). We introduce a novel algorithm
for determining an orientation reference (Section 2.3.1) and a method to calibrate the gimbal
angles (Section 2.3.2).
 We utilize a software-based approach for temporal
alignment of unsynchronized sensor data in order to
design a user friendly calibration procedure where,
unlike previous methods [9], [10], users can continuously move the calibration target during data collection (Section 2.1).
 We minimize the required user input, streamline
data collection and improve calibration-sample
selection with the proposed data processing pipeline
(Section 2.2).
 We improve position calibration by providing a better initial estimation of the transform between the
external tracker and the haptic device (Section 2.2.1).
In Section 3, we present an extensive evaluation of
various aspects of our calibration procedure in a lowfidelity setup (LF ) and in a high-fidelity setup (HF ). We
also explore in a final verification the limits of our HF
setup using a highly precise mechanical tracker. Our
results show that calibrating gimbal sensors reduces the
average orientation error by 63 percent for LF and 85
percent for HF in comparison to uncalibrated setups.
We also show that the average position accuracy can be
improved by up to 38 percent for HF in comparison to
Harders’ method [10], and that sub-millimeter accuracy
can be achieved using our method.

2

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

In this section, we provide details about our workspace
calibration procedure and highlight the differences to
existing methods. A schematic overview of our VHAR
workspace setup is given in Fig. 3. The system is composed of an external IR tracker (ET ), a camera (C), and a
PHANToM haptic device (HD). The external tracker is
used to track the camera viewpoint via its target (Ctarget ).
The second target (HIPtarget ) is rigidly attached to the
stylus of the haptic device as reference for calibration.
The spatial relation EH between the external tracker
(ETorigin ) and the haptic workspace (HDorigin ) is static.
Initially, we calibrate the external tracker using the vendor-supplied tool, determine the camera intrinsics, and estimate the 6DOF transform between Ctarget and the camera
coordinate system C using the hand-eye calibration method
by Tsai and Lenz [18].
We initialize the PHANToM haptic device using the
vendor-supplied tool and rigidly attach HIPtarget to its
stylus. The PHANToM Omni provides an inkwell for

Fig. 3. Our setup for VHAR workspace calibration and its spatial relations. An external tracker (ET ) is used to track camera (C) with the
attached target (Ctarget ). A second target (HIPtarget ) is rigidly attached to
the stylus of the haptic device (HD). The spatial relation EH between
the coordinate system ETorigin and HDorigin is static.

automatic calibration of the device in a fixed physical
location. However, PHANToM Desktop and Premium
devices have no inkwell for calibration, which results in
unpredictable reset positions. The reported position from
the forward kinematic model contains non-linear errors,
if the angles between the joints and between the first
joint and the y-axis of the haptic workspace are not equal
to 90 degree during reset.
There exists a cyclic dependency between the estimation
of the transform EH and the joint-angle calibration, since
the method used for determining EH requires position
measurements from the haptic device. The initial estimation
of EH (EHinit ) contains errors, which are caused by the
non-linear errors in the HIP positions. As part of the position calibration, we present a novel step to estimate EHinit
without any dependency on the haptic pose (Section 2.2.1).
Each step during the workspace calibration has different
requirements on the motion contained in the input data, as
well as constraints like a fixed HIP position. Some of those
requirements are compatible. In our previous system [12]
the users had to separately provide input for each step,
which caused unnecessary repetition. In this article, we
improve the usability by reducing the required number of
inputs to three: gimbal-angles data, reference orientation
data, and joint-angles data. The order of data collection is
chosen on purpose, since the first two data sets require a
fixed position of the HIPpose .
The haptic device measurements are received with a
frame rate of 500-1,000 Hz. In order to ensure precise temporal correspondences, we re-sample the haptic data to
match the frame rate of the external tracker (60-100 Hz)
using linear interpolation. The resulting stream of correspondences typically consists of several thousand data
points. We limit the number of correspondences to N ¼ 200,
in order to avoid over-fitting during the optimization processes. The selection of samples for the optimization processes is an important part for each calibration step and
discussed in the relevant sections.
An overview on the workspace calibration procedure is
given in Fig. 2. The procedure starts by determining the
time-delay between ET and HD (Section 2.1). The transform
EH and the correction factors for the joint-angles fja are calculated during the position calibration (Section 2.2). The
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orientation calibration provides the correction factors for the
gimbal-angles fga (Section 2.3).

2.1 Time Delay Estimation
The external tracker and the haptic device are not synchronized in our system and deliver their measurements with
an unknown delay. The purpose of this calibration step is
to estimate the delay between ET and HD in order to compensate it. Measurements from the haptic device are then
temporally aligned with the external tracker using linear
interpolation.
The basic idea in [17] is to gather measurements with
accurate time-stamps from two different sensors that have
been transformed into a common coordinate system. Using
segments of these measurement streams, the similarity
between to two signals is computed, while one of the slices
is shifted in time. The shift in time, which maximizes
the similarity between the signals, corresponds to the timedelay between the sensors.
The time-delay estimation algorithm expects two unsynchronized streams of corresponding 3D positions in a common coordinate system, HDorigin in our case. Therefore we
need to estimate the transform between the external tracker
ETorigin and haptic device HDorigin . This is done in two
steps: First, we estimate the HIPpose position in tracker coordinates HIPtarget using the tooltip calibration method presented by Tuceryan et al. [19]. We prefer a mechanical stand
to fix the gimbal position over a fixation force as proposed
by Harders for increased accuracy of the reference position.
Second, we determine a 6DOF transform between ETorigin
and HDorigin using the absolute orientation algorithm presented by Horn [20].
In the next step, the stylus is moved on an arbitrary path
with non-constant distance to the workspace origin. The
corresponding position measurements from HIPtarget and
the haptic stylus are then reduced in dimensionality using
the euclidean norm (in this case the distance from the workspace origin). The resulting signals are then correlated.
In [17] they note that the registration of the two tracking systems does not have to be very precise, since the time-delay
estimation is rather robust against spatial registration
errors. Thus we can use the same registration procedure
used in subsequent steps of the calibration, where the timedelay is not yet compensated. In our setup, the time-delay
estimation results in a delay of 9 ms for the PHANToM
Omni setup (the measurements of the Naturalpoint OptiTrack system arrive 9 ms after the measurements from the
PHANToM Omni on the host computer) and 19ms for the
PHANToM Premium 1.5 setup.
Different strategies like buffering, linear interpolation, or
Kalman filters can be applied to temporally align the measurements. Since the update rate of PHANToM devices is
very high (1 KHz) compared to the reference tracking systems (60-100 Hz), we use a linear interpolation mechanism
on the PHANToM measurements to provide corresponding
samples for measurements from the reference tracking system. All subsequent steps will now receive temporally
aligned measurements.
We are estimating the time delay between the sensors
with a precision of 1 ms. The average movement speed during the calibration procedure was 147  14 mm
s . This results

Fig. 4. Position calibration procedure overview. The HIPpose reference in
HD coordinates is calculated using the results from the tooltip calibration
and the absolute orientation calibration. The reference is then used in a
interative optimization process to minimize the errors in the joint-angle
sensors.

in a maximal base error of 0.147 mm from the time delay
between the sensors.

2.2 Position Calibration
The procedure for compensating the HIP position errors is
shown in Fig. 4 and is based on the iterative position calibration method presented by Harders [10]. Initially, we
determine the HIP position relative to HIPtarget using the
pivot calibration algorithm by Tuceryan et al. [19]. Then,
we repeat the estimation of EH and the joint-angle calibration until the change in the residual is below a threshold
 ¼ 104 mm.
The required inputs for the iterative optimization step
are:


HIP reference positions provided via the HIPtarget in
HD coordinates
 corresponding joint-angle measurements from the
haptic device
 the haptic device parameters: joint-lengths and origin offset.
Users are advised to collect point correspondences that
cover the complete workspace during the data collection.
Operators can freely move the haptic stylus to sample data
since the relative latency between ET and HD is already
compensated (Section 2.1).
The raw sensor streams are re-sampled and filtered
using spatial and temporal constraints to reduce the number of samples. The remaining measurements are clustered
into N ¼ 200 clusters to extract an evenly distributed selection. We determine N centroids from the HIP position
measurements using the K-Means algorithm with euclidean distance function [21]. The centroids are initialized by
randomly picking N measurements from the original data
sets. Therefore, the resulting centroids differ slightly whenever the clustering is performed. For each centroid, a timestamp with the closest available HIP position is then
looked up in a KDTree [22]. Finally, the correspondences
for the selected time-stamps are retrieved from the resampled data streams and used for calibration. The clustering is repeated for each optimization step and yields a
varying selection of samples, which makes the calibration
more robust against noisy tracking data.
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Fig. 5. Additional targets are rigidly attached to the haptic device for improved reference position estimation. Thus, the initial value of EH is determined without relying on a correct initialization pose for haptic devices that do not provide a calibration inkwell.

In order to provide the reference position in HD coordinates, we need a precise estimation of the transform EH
which is discussed in Section 2.2.1. The errors in the jointangle sensors are then compensated using Harders’
method [10] (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Reference Position
A crucial step during the position calibration is the computation of the transform EH between the external tracker
ETorigin and the haptic device HDorigin . A commonly used
method for computing this transform is the absolute orientation method by Horn [20]. The algorithm requires a set of corresponding 3D positions from both coordinate frames as
input and results in the affine transformation EH, which is
required to express measurements from ET in HD or vice
versa. This transform is used in all subsequent steps to calculate the reference measurements for calibration. High accuracy is therefore essential for the overall calibration result.
As previously discussed, the HIPpose from the haptic
device measurements typically contain non-linear errors,
which are caused by the reset procedure and sensor inaccuracies. In the current state-of-the-art calibration, these distorted measurements are used as input for the absolute
orientation algorithm. The resulting transform therefore
contains errors. This cyclic dependency between EH and
the correction factors for the haptic device is the main reason for the iterative optimization process proposed by
Harders et al. [10].
During the development and presentation of our ISMAR
2014 demonstration [23], we collected 65 complete data sets
for workspace calibration. We evaluated all data sets with
the same parameters (see Section 3) and found that only 55
percent of the sessions resulted in a mean error < 2:0 mm,
22 percent could not be calibrated at all and 23 percent
resulted in a mean error < 10 mm. In most sessions, where
the calibration fails completely, the causes are likely to be
incorrect user input or external influences, like invalid
tracking data or bad tracker calibration. The large number
of sessions, where position errors are close to an acceptable
result, motivated us to revisit the position calibration. We

think that a major problem with Harders’ method [10] is the
dependency on the uncalibrated position of the haptic stylus (HIPpose ) for the initial estimation of EH (EHinit ).
We present a novel algorithm to determine the transform
between ETorigin and HDorigin , which does not depend on
the HIPpose of the haptic device. The resulting transform can
be used as initial estimation for EH when calibrating the
joint-angles. A better initial guess of EH reduces the number or required iterations and improves the overall calibration result (see Section 3).
Our algorithm calculates translation TEH and rotation
REH of EH separately based on three landmarks. These
landmarks are measured using the external tracker as
shown in Fig. 5a: p1 locates the central joint inside the turret,
p2 defines the direction of the y-axis in HDorigin , and p3 is a
point in the haptic workspace, which we use to define the zaxis of HDorigin . Once the y-axis and z-axis are known, we
can calculate REH . TEH is computed by concatenating p1
and the translation of the reset pose expressed in the ET
coordinate system.
The points p1 and p2 are measured using two additional
tracking targets (T1 , T2 ), which are rigidly mounted on the
haptic device during the position calibration as shown in
Fig. 5b. We are using the tooltip calibration method by
Tuceryan et al. [19] to determine p1 from the spherical movement of T1 around the central joint and p2 from the circular
movement of T2 around the y-axis. p1 represents the origin of
1
the forward kinematic model and the vector a^y ¼ jjpp22 p
p1 jj represents the unit-vector on the y-axis of the device. Let Qxz be
a plane, that is defined by point p1 and its normal a^y .
Next, we look up a position p3 from a HIPpose measured
by the external tracker, where the haptic device reports an
angle u1  0 and project it onto the plane Qxz to determine
the remaining z-axis and x-axis unit-vectors:
p03 ¼ p3  ððp3  p1 Þ  a^y Þa^y ;
a^z ¼

p03  p1
;
jjp03  p1 jj
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(3)

The rotation matrix REH is then directly composed from the
axis unit-vectors:
REH ¼ ½ a^x a^y a^z :

(4)

The accuracy of the selection of p3 is not critical, since the
forward kinematics model does not make any assumptions
on the direction of a^z , as long as it is contained in Qxz .
Once the axes a^y and a^z are known, we can calculate TEH :
TEH ¼ p1 þ l1 a^z  l2 a^y :

(5)

To this end, we have reduced the average position error
significantly. The resulting transform ET and the correction factors for joint-angles are then used for orientation
calibration.

EHinit , the initial estimation of EH, is then given by:


EHinit

REH
¼
0
0

0


TEH
:
1

Fig. 6. Orientation calibration procedure overview. A reference orientation is determined with the proposed method and then used to minimize
the gimbal-angle sensors errors.

(6)

We have compared the position and orientation errors
for the complete calibration process with and without the
initial estimation of EH. In most cases, the new initialization
method results in improved calibration quality, unless the
initial error is already very small (see Section 3).

2.2.2 Joint-Angles Error Compensation
Once the initial transform EH is known, the iterative optimization of the joint-angles can be performed. In each iteration, the correction factors (fja ) for the joint-angles are
computed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to
minimize the remaining position error. With the resulting
joint-angle correction factors, a new data set is computed,
clustered, and used as input for the refinement of EH with
higher precision. The optimization process continues until
the change of the mean position errors between iterations is
below 104 mm or the maximum number of iterations is
reached. The process typically terminates after four iterations with our new method for determining EH and after
10 without.
The measurement stream for EH estimation is filtered
using the following criteria: distance do of HIPpose measurements to HDorigin is < ¼ 10 cm, minimum euclidean distance between samples of HIPpose dd > ¼ 5 mm. For each
iteration, we relax the constraint dd slightly in order to vary
the sample selection: dd ¼ 0:9dd .
The input for joint-angles calibration is filtered in a similar way, but instead of the do constraint, we remove outliers
in the reference position by limiting the distance dr between
the haptic pose and the reference.
During the iterative optimization, we found that subsequent joint-angle calibrations could result in large errors,
from which the optimization process cannot recover. This
can either be caused by biased sample selection, tracker
noise, or local minima in the optimization space. We retry
the optimization with the previous calibration results and a
re-clustered sample set until three consecutive optimizations fail to improve, in order to recover from invalid optimization results.

2.3 Orientation Calibration
The calibration of gimbal angles requires a known reference
that can be used to determine the correction parameters for
the sensor readings by minimizing the orientation error
between the reference and the calculated stylus pose. Such
a reference that represents the physical orientation of the
haptic stylus can be determined in two ways: using a custom, precisely manufactured, and calibrated tracking target
with well-known properties, or by exploiting the mechanical and geometrical properties of the haptic stylus with
attached tracking target. The first approach is expensive
and not easily adaptable to new combinations of tracking
systems and haptic devices. Therefore, we chose the latter
approach, which is more general. In this section, we present
the algorithm to determine the reference orientation, then
we show how the reference orientation can be used to calibrate the gimbal angles. An overview on the process is
given in Fig. 6.
Precise temporal alignment of the pose correspondences
from the haptic device and the external tracker is essential
for our approach. By comparing the poses reported from
the haptic device with the physical pose in a high-speed
video (120 Hz), we found, that the gimbal sensor readings
are delayed. Geomagic support acknowledged this undocumented behavior and stated that the gimbal measurements
are by default interpolated over 180 frames to avoid jitter.
This interpolation leads to delayed changes in orientation
and therefore incorrect pose measurements. The interpolation can be configured only by editing the parameter FilterGimbalSize in the device configuration file. We have set this
parameter to a value of 0 to avoid any delay in the reported
orientation. The parameter change did not introduce any
noticeable jitter on our device.
Furthermore, the forward kinematics equations from
Çavuşo
glu et al. [11] need to be extended to include the
gimbal angles in order to compute a full 6DOF HIPPose (see
Fig. 7). We report all equations in right-handed coordinates.
Shortcuts are provided for sinðÞ ¼ sðÞ and cosðÞ ¼ cðÞ.
Let l ¼ ðl1 ; l2 Þ be the vector of joint lengths and
uja ¼ ðu1 ; u2 ; u3 Þ the vector of joint angles of the haptic
device. The translation from the haptic workspace origin to
the HIP position THIP is given by:
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Fig. 8. HIPtarget origin and its markers travel on a circular path around
the physical z-axis of the haptic stylus when it is rotated around its longitudinal axis. The centers of the circles, which are marked by black dots,
are on a straight line through the HIPpose position. (a) stylus rotation in
tracker coordinates. (b) stylus rotation in HIPorigin coordinates.
Fig. 7. Schema of the mechanical parts of a PHANToM haptic device for
deriving the 6DOF forward kinematic model.

2
6
THIP ðuja ; lÞ ¼ 4

sðu1 Þðcðu2 Þl1 þ l2 sðu3 ÞÞ
cðu3 Þl2 þ l1 sðu2 Þ þ l2

3
7
5

(7)

cðu1 Þðcu2 Þl1 þ l2 sðu3 ÞÞ  l1
and the orientation of the second arm by:
2

cðu1 Þ

6
R123 ðuja Þ ¼ 4 0

sðu1 Þ

sðu1 Þsðu3 Þ

sðu1 ÞcðO3 Þ

cðu3 Þ

sðu3 Þ

sðu3 Þcðu1 Þ

cðu1 Þcðu3 Þ

3
7
5:

(8)

As detailed in Fig. 7 the rotations uga ¼ ðu4 ; u5 ; u6 Þ measured
by the gimbal sensors can be expressed as:
02 3 1
02 3
1
02 3
1
0
1
0
R4 ¼ @4 1 5; u4 AR5 ¼ @4 0 5; u5 AR6 ¼ @4 0 5; u6 A;
0
0
1
(9)
where ðv; uÞ refers to a rotation around axis v with an angle
u. The rotations are concatenated, which results in a complete rotation RHIP :
RHIP ðuja ; uga Þ ¼ R123 R4 R5 R6

(10)

and a full 6DOF pose for the haptic stylus HIPpose :

HIPpose ðuja ; uga ; lÞ ¼

RHIP
0
0


THIP
:
0
1

(11)

2.3.1 Reference Orientation
The physical orientation of the haptic stylus is initially
unknown. We present a novel approach to determine the
stylus orientation in relation to HIPtarget .
When the stylus is rotated around its longitudinal axis,
the attached tracking target and its markers travel on a circular path around the z-axis (see Fig. 8a). The centers of
these circles define a straight line REFzaxis through the HIP
and represent the physical orientation of the stylus. Aligning the z-axis of HIPpose with REFzaxis during the optimization yields correction factors for u4 and u5 .
Another property of the haptic stylus is that the rotation
around its longitudinal axis is mechanically limited in both
directions. We use this property to calibrate u6 .

When users rotate the stylus around REFzaxis without
any mechanical fixture, they cannot completely avoid a
change in orientation on the other axes. Therefore, we cannot simply fit the circles on raw measurements. Since we
have corresponding sensor readings from joint and gimbal
sensors of the haptic device, we can compensate this movement using the forward kinematic pose of u1 to u5


THIP
R123 R4 R5
0
:
(12)
HIP ðuja ; uga ; lÞ ¼
0
0
0
1
Let n be the number of correspondences in this step,
v ¼ ðvi ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ be the vector of HIPtarget marker positions, P ¼ ðPi ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ a vector of HIPtarget poses,
F ¼ ðFi ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ a vector of the corresponding poses calculated using HIP 0 , and EH 1 the transform between
ETorigin and HDorigin . As shown in Fig. 8b, each vi is transformed into stylus coordinates HIPorigin using
v0i ¼ Fi1 ðEH 1 vi Þ:

(13)

As shown in Fig. 9, circles can now be fitted in the x-y plane
using orthogonal distance regression [24]. This results in a
series of 3D points defining the z-axis z in stylus coordinates, which is calculated using singular value decomposition. To obtain z in ET coordinates (zref ), we transform z
using n correspondences of P and F
zref ¼

n
1X
ðEH 1 Pi Þ1 ðFi zÞ:
n i¼1

(14)

At this stage, we obtained one reference axis, which allows
us to minimize errors for u4 and u5 (see Section 2.3.2). Next,
we determine the reference needed for calibrating u6 .
The stylus rotation around its z-axis is mechanically limited. We advise users to rotate the stylus towards both
extremes. This mechanical limit is also reflected in the

Fig. 9. REFzaxis is determined by finding centers of circles described by
markers and fitting a line through the stylus origin.
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circular paths described by the HIPtarget markers as shown in
Fig. 9. Each path has a gap that corresponds to the mechanical
limit of the rotation. The opposite side of the center of the gap
defines the origin of u6 , while the upper and lower bounds
define its range. We use this correspondence to calibrate u6 .
Let C ¼ ðCi ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ be the vector of 2D positions in the
x-y plane of the circle with the largest value for radius r
divided by its residual. We transform C into a unit circle
C 0 ¼ ðCi0 ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ using Ci0 ¼ Cri and compute the vector
a ¼ ðai ; i ¼ 1 . . . nÞ consisting of angles that correspond to
each Ci0 . The lower bound al and the upper bound au of the
gap in C 0 is determined using a histogram with 360 bins. The
l
origin reference for u6 is ao ¼ au a
2 þ p. As a final step, we
compute the reference vector for calibration as a
^ ¼ a þ ao .
In the next section, we discuss the error minimization for
^.
gimbal angles using zref and a

2.3.2 Gimbal-Angles Error Compensation
We consider two models for the deviation between gimbal
angles and sensor measurements. First, a linear function
uga ¼ kga cga þ mga where cga represents the vector of measured gimbal angles, kga the gains, and mga the offsets. Second, we model the gimbal angle errors using a quadratic
function uga ¼ jga c2ga þ kga cga þ mga with an additional factor jga for the squared angle. We evaluated both error models, because gimbal sensors in PHANToM Omni and
Desktop devices are potentiometers with a linearity of 5
percent as opposed to digital encoders for the joint angles.
Let fja ¼ ðkja ; mja Þ be the correction factors for cja , which
have been determined during the position calibration. Let
fga ¼ ðjga ; kga ; mga Þ be the unknown correction factors for
cga , setting jga ¼ 0 for the linear error model. The corrected
stylus rotation can be expressed as R0 ðcja ; fja ; cga ; fga Þ by
substituting fja and fga into (10).
First we obtain the correction factors f45 for u4 and u5 by
performing a nonlinear optimization using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. This minimizes the angle between
the z-axis of HIPpose and z^ ¼ Rtarget  zref .
min
f45

n
X
i¼1

0

2 31
0
1  z^i  @R0i ðcja ; fja ; cga ; f45 Þ  4 0 5A:
1

(15)

Determining the correction factors f6 for u6 is straightfor^.
ward, since we have obtained direct correspondences in a
Let vector b be the vector of u6 measurements. We minimize
the error using least-squares optimization
min

n
X

f6

^i :
ðj6 b2i þ k6 bi þ m6 Þ  a

(16)

i¼1

The final correction factors fga are then composed from f45
and f6 .

3

EVALUATION

In this section we present the numerical evaluation of
repeated calibrations for our setups and discuss the results.
We collected five data sets to validate various aspects of our
workspace calibration method:
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DS1 : The first data set was recorded during the evaluation1 of [12] with measurements from the lowfidelity setup. It is used to evaluate the position accuracy and the orientation calibration method.
 DS2 : The second data set was also recorded during
the evaluation1 of [12] with measurements from the
high-fidelity setup. It is used to evaluate the orientation calibration method.
 DS3 : For the third data set, a large number of calibration sessions were recorded during the development
and presentation of our ISMAR 2014 demonstration [23] using the HF setup.
 DS4 : The fourth data set was recorded with the HF
setup in order to show the benefits of our new initialization method for the position calibration.
 DS5 : In the fifth data set, we capture sensor measurements in the HF setup using a mechanical tracker
together with the external tracking system. This allows
us to explore the limits of our calibration method.
The LF setup covers a small workspace and consists of a
PHANToM Omni, a Naturalpoint OptiTrack IR tracking
system, and a PointGrey Flea2 firewire camera using a single workstation (Intel Core I7 3.5 GHz, 16 GB RAM, NVidia
GForce GTX 570). The HF setup is a room-size installation
with a PHANToM Premium 1.5 6DOF, an A.R.T ARTTRACK IR tracking system connected via 1 GB/s network
and a IDS uEye usb camera on a workstation (Intel Core I5
3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM, NVidia GForce GTX 460).
We implemented our calibration procedure using the
tracking and sensor fusion framework Ubitrack [25], which
implements an asynchronous dataflow network and provides components for calibration, persistence, and device
drivers. Ubitrack also facilitates modeling of concatenated
transforms, sensor fusion, interpolation, and filtering.
During all calibration sessions, we recorded the raw sensor data streams for each calibration step. The sensor
streams were stored with precise, latency-compensated
timestamps. This enables us to re-perform the calibration
process off-line in order to verify and improve our procedure. All results presented in this section are computed offline with the latest implementation of our calibration procedure as presented in this article.
The errors in DS1 , DS2 and DS3 are calculated using the
original data streams recorded during the calibration process excluding N samples, which were used during the last
optimization step. DS4 additionally contains a separate
stream that was collected after calibration. It is used for
numerical evaluation.
The largest collected data set is DS3 with 65 complete calibration sessions from the HF setup. All sessions contain
enough data to perform a complete calibration procedure,
except for the initial estimation of EH as proposed in Section 2.2.1. DS3 contains sessions with invalid data. The initialization of the haptic device was performed with varying
deviations from the optimal reset pose.
Based on the resulting mean position error pecal of each
session, we split the data set into three groups: good,
1. We re-evaluated all sessions using the original raw sensor data
streams and our latest calibration pipeline, that contains a complete
implementation of Harders’ [10] iterative position calibration method.
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Fig. 10. Evaluation of DS3 using the HF setup: sessions are grouped by resulting position error (good < 2 mm < ¼ medium < 10 mm).

medium, and bad. With our current implementation, we
can successfully calibrate 55 percent of the sessions resulting in a mean position error pecal < 2:0 mm, 23 percent
result in pecal < 10 mm, and 22 percent cannot be calibrated
at all. The results for position errors are shown in Fig. 10a
and the results for orientation errors are shown in Fig. 10b.
The numerical results are given in Table 1.
The results show that the quality of the position calibration has an effect on the orientation calibration, which
was expected because of the forward kinematic pose calculation. More interestingly the diagrams show that
most sessions with medium position calibration results
have initial errors similar to the good sessions. We
believe that the main reason for achieving only medium
quality results in this group is the suboptimal initialization of the haptic device since the workspace setup itself
remained mostly unchanged.
In Section 3.1 we present the results of the position
calibration using DS1 and the evaluation of DS4 , which
shows improved position calibration results with our
new method for estimating EHinit in comparison to
Harders’ original method. In Section 3.2, we discuss the
results of orientation calibration using DS1 , DS2 and
DS4 . In Section 3.3, we highlight improvements to the
usability of our workspace calibration method. Section 3.4
concludes our evaluation with the comparison of calibration results in DS5 from the external tracker with the
results from a highly precise mechanical tracker.

The uncalibrated error peinit ¼ 5:23  0:87 mm was reduced
to pecal ¼ 1:51  0:476 mm. All position error evaluations for
HF were conducted with DS3 as shown in Fig. 10a and
DS4 , which contains the required data to calculate EHinit as
described in Section 2.2.1.
For the data collection of DS4 we mounted additional
tracking targets (T1 , T2 ) to the haptic device during position
calibration. We collected data from 18 sessions and performed the iterative optimization for the joint-angles with
(fwkbase) and without (harders) the new estimation of EHinit .
The results are shown in Fig. 11a.
We applied the Kruskal-Wallis test to check whether
there is a significant difference in mean position errors
between harders and fwkbase for each session. We found that
in all cases but one, fwkbase significantly differs from harders
with p < 0:05 and that fwkbase resulted in better position
calibration in 14 sessions. The average position error for
uncalibrated is 54:52  96:37 mm, improved in harders to
1:73  1:46 mm, and most accurate in fwkbase with
1:07  0:13 mm. The large error for the uncalibrated case is
caused by the fact that we deliberately used extreme device
configurations during haptic device initialization to test the
estimation of EHinit , but calculated the position error using
the final, most accurate result of EH. The mean RMS error
for tooltip calibration in DS4 is 1:04  0:09 mm.
Compared to our previous work [12], we could further reduce the remaining mean position error after
calibration by 16 percent for the LF setup and by 58 percent for the HF setup.

3.1 Joint-Angle Calibration Results
We report the position error as euclidean distance between
the reference HIP position and the forward kinematic pose
from the haptic stylus. For the LF setup, we verified the
position calibration using DS1 , which contains 12 sessions.

3.2 Gimbal-Angle Calibration Results
We measure the orientation error as angle between the
z-axis of the reference pose and the haptic pose. This metric
ignores errors in the rotation around the longitudinal axis of

TABLE 1
Statistical Results for the Grouped Data Set DS3
good
count
peinit
pecal
oeinit
oecalib
teet

36
23:8  33:2 mm
1:2  0:4 mm
5:1  2:5
0:5  0:1
0:98  0:26 mm

medium
15
8:9  3:0 mm
3:8  1:5 mm
3:7  1:8
1:3  1:4
2:23  3:60 mm

bad
14
207:6  65:1 mm
95:8  38:6 mm
24:8  15:6
21:1  16:6
29:11  42:13 mm

peinit : position error in mm before calibration, pecal : position error in mm after
calibration, oeinit : orientation error in degrees before calibration, oecalib : orientation error in degrees after calibration, teet : mean back-projection error in mm
of tooltip transform during pivot calibration.

Fig. 11. Results for the HF setup in DS4 : Uncalibrated errors are compared to the iterative optimization process without (harders) and with
(fwkbase) the new method for estimating EHinit . Horizontal bars indicate
significant effects: denotes p < :05.
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Fig. 12. Results for the data sets DS1 and DS2 : Mean orientation errors
in degrees for three conditions: uncalibrated, gimbal angle calibration
with linear error model, gimbal angle calibration with quadratic error
model

the haptic stylus, but closely resembles the requirement for
accurate overlays. For the evaluation of orientation errors
we analyze the data sets DS1 with twelve sessions from the
LF setup, and DS2 with six sessions from the HF setup.
These data sets were originally recorded for our ISMAR
2014 paper [12] and re-evaluated with a corrected implementation of the iterative position calibration algorithm.
Errors are calculated using the data-stream for gimbalangle calibration excluding all samples that were used during the last optimization. The haptic pose is calculated using
the joint-angles and gimbal-angles correction factors. The
reference pose is calculated using the result for EH from the
position calibration step.
We report the orientation error for u4 and u5 in degrees
between the estimated REFzaxis and the z-axis of the calculated HIPpose for three conditions in both setups: uncalibrated, linear: gimbal angle calibration with linear error
model, and quadratic: gimbal angle calibration with quadratic error model. The resulting orientation errors are
shown in Fig. 12.
In DS1 the average orientation error for uncalibrated is
10:03  1:49 , improved in linear with 5:38  0:51 , and most
accurate in quadratic with 3:74  0:79 . In DS2 the average
orientation error for uncalibrated is 3:53  2:0 , and significantly improved in linear to 0:52  0:07 and in quadratic
with 0:54  0:13 .
Fig. 13 visualizes the orientation calibration results
within the workspace. Four heat-maps show the reduction
of orientation errors in degrees at four positions of the haptic workspace using an unwrapped spherical heat-map
with hammer projection; higher values represent more error
compensation.
Fig. 14 illustrates the distribution of the orientation error
caused by u4 and u5 for a typical calibration session in LF
and HF . Measurements were recorded with a fixed stylus
position close to the workspace origin. The error in spherical
coordinates (HDorigin ) is visualized using a heat-map that is
projected using a hammer projection. White areas contain
no measurements due to mechanical limits of the haptic stylus; higher values represent a larger error.
The results for gimbal calibration suggest that a linear
error model is sufficient for PHANToM Premium models.
PHANToM Omni and Desktop devices should be calibrated
using the quadratic model. This is in line with our initial
expectations. In our previous work [12] we got contradicting results, because we used the quadratic error model for
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Fig. 13. Visualization of reduced orientation errors at four positions of the
haptic workspace (in degrees on an unwrapped spherical heat-map with
hammer projection).

position and orientation calibration, which probably led to
over-fitting of the joint-angles correction factors.
The results of the orientation calibration for DS4 are
shown in Fig. 11b. We applied the Kruskal-Wallis test to
check whether there is a significant difference in mean orientation errors between harders and fwkbase for each session.
We found that in 12 out of 18 cases fwkbase significantly
differs from harders with p < 0:05 and resulted in better orientation calibration. The average orientation error for uncalibrated is 14:26  18:66 , improved in harders to 2:64  7:98 ,
and most accurate in fwkbase with 2:06  6:77 .
We have shown that the gimbal calibration significantly
improves the accuracy of the reported stylus orientation,
which enables precise overlays and improves torque feedback co-location. Compared to our previous work [12], we
could further reduce the remaining mean orientation error
after calibration by 34 percent for the LF setup and by 86
percent for the HF setup.

3.3 Usability Improvements
Our results indicate that time-delay estimation can be used
to temporally align sensor input from unsynchronized sources, which streamlines the data collection process and can
improve workspace coverage. Our method improves usability of the workspace calibration compared to previous
works because it enables users to continuously move the
haptic stylus during sample collection, as opposed to the
commonly used point and hold method. As a result, we can
capture more samples for calibration while at the same time
simplifying the user interaction. Our data processing pipeline automatically selects a constant number of samples
from the recorded data streams, which are evenly distributed in the area of interest and slightly randomized during
each selection to reduce the effects of sensor noise.
An important indicator for the usability of the calibration
method is the total time required for sample collection
where users manipulate the haptic device according to the
instructions of each step in the procedure. Compared to our
previous work [12], we have reduced the required number
of steps for workspace calibration as follows. First, we separate time-delay estimation from workspace calibration since
it is not needed unless a change in the setup occurs. Second,
we record realtime data to avoid duplicate user input
and select the required data for each calibration during a
separate offline calibration step. Finally, our improved
calibration method is more robust against sensor noise and
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Fig. 14. Angle error in degrees heat-map before and after the calibration measured near the workspace center and displayed in spherical coordinates
using hammer projection; white areas contain no measurements.

outliers, which enables faster movement during sample
collection.
We compared the duration of user input for our improved
calibration method (dt3 ) with our previous approach (dt1 ).
The duration was calculated as the sum of the durations of
each required step using the timestamps contained in the
realtime data. Our new method reduces the average time
required for calibrating HF by more than 50 percent from
dt1 ¼ 710  117s in DS2 to dt3 ¼ 312  31s in DS4 .

3.4 Verification with Mechanical Tracking Arm
We have also validated our calibration procedure with an
extended HF setup using the high precision Faro fusion
mechanical tracking arm, see Fig. 15a. We use this setup,
which provides ground truth for reference measurements,
to explore the limits of our current setup.
The highly precise Faro Fusion mechanical tracking
arm (MT ) is at least one magnitude more accurate than
the optical tracking system. Using MT , we can rule out
line of sight problem of the optical tracking system during the sample collection. Furthermore, the sensor noise
is reduced and the update rate is increased to 240 Hz
(four times higher than ET ).
A major challenge in this setup was the construction of
an extremely precise and rigid link between MT and the
haptic stylus. We manufactured a custom connector (MTcon )
using a lath and an NC router that perfectly fits the extension fixture on the haptic stylus as well as the probe holding
fixture of the Faro arm (see Fig. 15b). We took great care
that there is no play between the parts and that the connector sits perfectly centered on the haptic stylus.
A limitation of MT is the missing degree of freedom at its
tip. Therefore, the haptic stylus cannot be rotated around its

longitudinal axis once it is connected to MT . This limitation
prevents us from performing the calibration step for determining the orientation reference (Section 2.3.1). Instead, we
exploit the known mechanical properties of MTcon to provide a precise reference for orientation calibration.
Since we are interested in the comparison of calibration
results between MT and ET , we also integrated an IR tracking target into MTcon . This setup enables us to record sensor
data streams during a calibration session from both reference sources at the same time. We recorded seven calibration sessions using this setup in data set DS5 .
The calibration procedure closely follows the steps
outlined in this article. As a first step, we additionally
determine the affine transform (S) between the external
tracking target pose HIPtarget and the pose reported by
MT (MTpose ) using the hand-eye calibration method from
Tsai and Lenz [18]. Then, we estimate the time-delay
between the three inputs, HD, ET , and MT , in order to
temporally align them. Next, we separately calibrate the
joint-angles with both reference sources separately and
determine EH and the transform MH between the workspace origin of MT (MTorigin ) and HDorigin using the iterative position calibration method. We skip the initial
estimation of EH using our new method, since we cannot measure the required landmarks with MT directly.
Instead, we take great care to perform accurate initialization of the haptic device. Finally, we calibrate the gimbal
angles using an orientation reference that has to be
determined from the mechanical properties of MTcon .
The orientation reference is calculated as follows. First
we perform the device calibration of MT with the default
ball-point probe using the vendor supplied tool. Once the
calibration is applied, MT accurately reports the position of

Fig. 15. VHAR Setup with precise mechanical tracker for results verification. We constructed a mount that connects the haptic stylus to the mechanical tracker and also integrates an IR tracking target. This setup enables us to process temporally aligned real-time sensor data from MT and ET in
order to compare calibration quality.
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the ball-point probe center as sensor output. The orientation
of MTpose is not calibrated with the vendor supplied tool
and is therefore unknown. Next, we replace the default ballpoint probe with MTcon and perform a tooltip calibration in
order to find the HIP position in relation to MTpose . Due to
the construction of MTcon , the reference z-axis is now
defined by the vector between the calibrated tip and the center of the ball-point probe. We directly use this reference to
calibrate gimbal-angles with MT and transform it into ET
coordinates using S 1 .
In order to estimate the expected accuracy, we analyzed several aspects of our setup and the data collected
in DS5 . The PHANToM Premium 6DOF has a nominal
position resolution of 0:03 mm, the Faro Fusion has a volumetric accuracy of 0:061 mm and repetition error of
0:043 mm. The volumetric accuracy of the ART tracking
system depends on the number and position of the IR
cameras and the room calibration using the vendor tools.
In our setup, judging from the residual errors of the room
calibration, we are able to achieve sub-millimeter accuracy in the workspace of the haptic device.
Besides the hardware limitations, there are also limitations with our method, since errors in the temporal alignment and in the calculation of reference measurements
accumulate. We have investigated two sources of errors:
temporal misalignment after time-delay compensation
caused by the movement of the calibration target and tooltip
calibration accuracy. Another source of errors are imprecise
timestamps that are caused by variable latency in third-party
drivers, network, or hardware. Any non-constant delays cannot be compensated with our method.
The spatial accuracy of our time-delay compensation
component depends on two factors: the resolution of the
delay estimation algorithm, which is 1 ms in our implementation as suggested by Huber et al. [17], and the velocity of
the target during calibration. The average speed of the HIP
position during joint-angle calibration in data set DS5 is
mm
dt ¼ 0:13  0:05 mm
ms with a maximum of 0:35 ms . We have
also evaluated the velocities of all correspondences used for
joint-angle calibration, which results in dt ¼ 0:15  0:01 mm
ms
with a maximum of 0:16 mm
ms .
The tooltip transform between reference pose and the HIP
is used to calculate all HIP reference positions. During tooltip calibration, the HIP position is locked using a mechanical
fixture to avoid any movement (See Fig. 15b). We validated
the accuracy of our setup by applying the tooltip transform
to all reference poses recorded during calibration and computed the RMS error of the resulting HIP position for MT :
temt ¼ 0:53  0:08 mm and for ET : teet ¼ 0:62  0:05 mm.
The resulting error teet in DS5 is significantly smaller than in
DS3 and DS4 . We investigated the rigidity of HIPtarget that
we used for data collection in DS3 and DS4 and found that
there is a little play between the target and the haptic stylus,
which could explain the improved results.
The results for the evaluation of DS5 are summarized
in Table 2. Position errors could be further reduced by more
than 35 percent in comparison to DS4 . The orientation errors
are comparable to DS2 and DS4 . Although there is no direct
comparison possible between DS4 and DS5 , the results suggest that our orientation reference algorithm (see Section 2.3.1)
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TABLE 2
Statistical Results of Seven Sessions in DS5 for the
Extended HF Setup
pe
uncalibrated
iterative

ET
MT
ET
MT

3:46  1:20 mm
4:28  1:50 mm
0:77  0:09 mm
0:68  0:08 mm

oe
5:34  4:46
5:29  4:89
0:61  0:05
0:49  0:08

pe: mean position error in mm, oe: mean orientation error in degrees.

yields correct results, otherwise the gimbal-angle correction
could not be performed in this quality.
There is, however, no significant difference between ET
and MT , which leads to the assumption that we are still not
experiencing the limits of the external tracking system.
From our analysis of DS5 we conclude that extreme care
needs to be taken to avoid any mechanical movement during tooltip calibration and at the link between HIPtarget and
the haptic stylus to achieve optimal calibration results.
We further evaluated the directionality of the remaining
position errors in DS5 . After the calibration, the error vectors
point in arbitrary directions. From this we can conclude that
our pipeline is working as expected. If time-delay compensation would not work as expected, the error vectors would
point into the direction of the movement. An error in the
absolute orientation can also be ruled out as the error vectors
would point into a common direction, which would be indicated by a positional or rotational offset as shown in [17].

4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The comprehensive workspace calibration method proposed in this article enables accurate visual overlays on a
haptic stylus and precise co-location of haptic feedback in
VHAR systems. We presented a novel approach to estimate
the physical orientation of a haptic stylus. This enables us to
compensate errors in the gimbal sensors, improving orientation accuracy by more than 63 percent Additionally, the
integration of time-delay estimation enables users to calibrate their workspace faster and more conveniently. Our
extended position calibration procedure further improves
the position accuracy by 38 percent for haptic devices without mechanical fixture for initialization.
The algorithm for gimbal angle calibration and our extensions to the position calibration are generic and can be used
for any pen-based haptic device with similar mechanical
properties. The integration of time-delay estimation is also
applicable to many systems, which integrate multiple
unsynchronized sensor inputs.
While in this article we report the remaining position and
orientation errors in real world units, the ultimate measure
for accurate overlays is the remaining pixel error of augmentations on the users display. The required precision of
the haptic device calibration for accurate overlays depends
on camera and display parameters, which have not been
taken into account in this article. In future work we plan to
define a metric to quantify the calibration quality of visuohaptic augmented reality workspaces similar to [13]. We
also plan to study the limits of human perception in regards
to co-location error.
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The current calibration process still requires a lot of
knowledge about the steps and offers no guidance to users.
Visual and haptic cues have not been utilized, although
they are readily available. In future work, we plan to implement and evaluate haptic and visual cues that guide nonexpert users during the calibration process.
Although we compensate the time-delay between the
sensors, the temporal alignment errors during fast motion
limit the accuracy of our approach. In order to further
improve the input to the calibration algorithms, the sample
selection procedure could prefer measurements received
during slow motion.
Our current implementation does not compensate the
time-delay between the camera and the other sensors.
Therefore, inconsistent augmentations occur during fast
movements of tracked objects or the haptic stylus. The
proposed method for estimating the time-delay can also
be applied to the camera if fiducial markers are used for
viewpoint estimation.
If no external tracker is used at all and the camera viewpoint estimation is solely based on fiducial markers, the calibration could also be performed by attaching a fiducial
marker target to the haptic stylus. This would require slow
movement during calibration and accurate temporal alignment of the haptic device sensor data and the camera poses.
Finally, improved position and orientation accuracy
results in higher fidelity visual and haptic augmentations,
which are crucial for fine-motor tasks in areas such as medical training simulators, assembly planning tools, or rapid
prototyping applications. Specifically, augmented reality
applications where users interact with virtual and real
objects at the same time will benefit from accurate haptic
device co-location. Examples include real tools attached
to haptic devices used to interact with virtual objects, augmented tools to interact with real objects, or composite elements like an augmented tip on physical stylus. The work
presented in this article is an important step towards a complete and user friendly workspace calibration, which is
essential for enabling real-world VHAR applications.
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